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2017 SANITARY SEWER REPLACEMENT PROJECT
Yost Park Trail Closures

(Edmonds - WA) The 2017 Sanitary Sewer Replacement Project started on 5/30/17. Shoreline Construction Company has been installing pipe along Maple Street, starting at 10th Avenue. They are progressing east, entering into Yost Park on 6/21/17. The contractor will be working within the park thru the month of July. Expect frequent closures of the trail/road between Maple Street and Shell Valley Road. All other trails within the park will remain open, with limited points of access. During August the contractor will be replacing pipe at the west end of Shell Valley Road. Restoration of the park trail/road will occur in late August. Occasional trail closures will occur during restoration. Vehicle access to the ADA parking stalls may be rerouted during construction. Directions will be provided at the north end of the Yost Pool parking lot. Please allow for an extra five minutes of travel time for the rerouting.
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